CII Southern Region

Confederation of Indian Industry - Southern Region (CII-SR) comprises of the states of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Telangana and Puducherry. The southern states have consistently scored high in the country on key economic and social indicators. Tamil Nadu has a strong Manufacturing base especially in Auto and Auto Components, Karnataka is globally recognized as the Information Technology Hub, Andhra Pradesh’s strength lies …
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Sector Update

Representation to Government of Kerala Incentives for Green Building Rated Projects
Representation to Government of Kerala on Incentives for Green Building Rated Projects.

Representation submitted to the Government of Kerala on the Liquor Policy
Representations submitted with the Government of Kerala - Liquor Policy are detailed.

Recommendations to Ensure a Safe and Secure, Women-Friendly City
The following document focuses on women and the vulnerabilities they face in their day to day lives. The Indian Women Network has come up with a set of recommendations on how women safety and security can be further improved in the capital city and make it a women safe city.

Representation submitted to MPs from Kerala
This is the representation submitted by CII Kerala during the MPs meeting held in New Delhi on 4 August, 2014.

Budget recommendations to the Central Government
Budget recommendations to the Central Government.

Recommendations on the Companies Act
Recommendations on the Companies Act

Representations Submitted with the Government of Kerala - Ayurveda
Representations submitted with the Government of Kerala - Ayurveda are detailed.

Representations Submitted with the Government of Kerala - Tax
Representations submitted with the Government of Kerala - Tax are detailed.

Representations Submitted with the Government of Kerala - Agriculture & Agro-processing
Representations submitted with the Government of Kerala - Agriculture & Agro-processing are detailed.

Representations Submitted with the Government of Kerala - Skill
Representations submitted with the Government of Kerala - Skill are detailed.

Representations Submitted with the Government of Kerala - Liquor Policy
Representations submitted with the Government of Kerala - Liquor Policy are detailed.

Representations Submitted with the Government of Kerala - MSME
Representations submitted with the Government of Kerala - MSME are detailed.

Representations Submitted with the Government of Kerala - Tourism
Representations submitted with the Government of Kerala - Tourism are detailed.

Representations Submitted with the Government of Kerala - Infrastructure
Representations submitted with the Government of Kerala - Infrastructure are detailed.

Representations Submitted with the Government of Kerala - IT
Representations submitted with the Government of Kerala - IT are detailed.
Projects
"CEO's Leadership Talk Series" Trichy
#GBC#IGBC#GreenInteriorsWebsite#Hyd#20July2022-31Dec2022
#GBC#IGBC#Interiors&Retail#Hyd#01Jan2022 to 31Dec2022
#GBC#IGBC#Resorts&NetZeroWaste#Hyd#01Jan2022-31Dec2022
2022 Membership Project-Yi Hyderabad Telangana

CII News Update

'Indo-UK Collaboration in Healthcare to Scale New Heights'
The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in association with UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) organized a Conference on Indo-UK Collaboration in Healthcare here today in Chennai. The Rt Hon Kenneth Clarke, British Cabinet Minister and the Prime Minister's Trade Envoy, during his Chief Guest address....

Accelerating growth through conscious competitiveness is the agenda of CII-SR in 2013-14
CII Southern Region would focus on the theme - "Accelerating Growth - Conscious Competitiveness" for the year 2013-14 said, Mr B Santhanam, Chairman, CII – Southern Region while addressing his maiden Press Conference in Chennai on 2 May 2013. Mr Santhanam said that CII-Southern Region's agenda.....

New business models, futuristic strategies key tools for success : S Mahalingam
"Adapting to new technologies, enhancing value proposition to customers and investing in future are key to survive in times of uncertainty" said Mr S Mahalingam, Past Chairman, CII Southern Region & Former CFO, Tata Consultancy Services Ltd in his special address at the India Finance Forum orga.....

Tamil Nadu poised to emerge as a global healthcare destination
"Tamil Nadu is an internationally recognized State in the healthcare sector, as it offers high quality, cost effective healthcare services of global standards", said Mr Mike Nithavrianakis, Deputy High Commissioner, British Deputy High Commissioner in his inaugural address a the 2-Day International.....

CII Media Releases

Jul 23, 2022 : Despite pressures, the rupee's remarkable resilien....
Jul 13, 2022 : Five years of GST and the way forward
Jul 11, 2022 : GST: Five years and counting towards unity
Jun 14, 2022 : Steps towards growing sustainably
Aug 03, 2022 : Reduce income tax rates to spur inclusive and ...
Jul 27, 2022 : Leverage technology for early childhood ...
Jul 26, 2022 : Power Ministry's Wind Energy Obligations to ...
Jul 22, 2022 : To recognize and celebrate the Women in Science, ...
Jul 20, 2022 : India-Africa economic engagement must expand to ....

CII Speak in Media

CII Awards & Recognitions

QC Circle Competition for Operators
This award is instituted inorder to motivate workers among member companies to form quality circles within their company and also to provide them a forum to exchange their ideas and share their experiences.